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Composition: Piece of π – piano and MIDI sequence
Date: 1989
Duration: 13:59
Recording: by Herb Bielawa
Program Note:
The number I always used in school for PI was 3.1416. It actually goes on forever (as far
as we know). The idea to use it for composition came to me in several stages. First I
happened to read Carl Sagan's novel Contact in which the scientist, Dr. Eleanor Arroway
fusses over PI throughout the whole story hoping to find some direct meaning in it
(....from God?..) Then I quite accidentally saw a poster on the wall of the engineering
building at San Francisco State that posted nearly nine thousand positions of the number.
(The circular “O” rings in the ill-fated Challenger also burned up around that time as
well.) I, essentially, had to do it, or at least try. With only ten possible numerals in base
ten math, my plan gave me only ten musical intervals since two of the musical twelve
(minor and major sevenths are missing) the music has a strangely more consonant quality
than my other music. Such a work could, furthermore, hardly escape the drive toward
some sort of revolving order, cyclic ongoing rhythm like the endless outer surface of a
turning wheel. In some instances the PI intervals are used up with incredible speed as in
the introduction, where MIDI, in a sense states flat out the PI interval content that the
piece will use when the piano enters. Listening to PI intervals unfold directly in their
unique PI order is interesting for a while, but soon reveals numbing aimlessness; an
impossible situation for musical purposes. I did discover many little pockets of musical
potential, however. There are many “dead spots” as well (repeated notes, unbalanced
triadic forms, dangling classic diminished seventh chords and the like) I did NOT avoid
the “dead spots,” but they had to be put into a special perspective and gracefully
dispatched as smoothly and as quickly as possible. The “good” intervals were then used
as a kind of subset, a store of limited pitch classes whose notes are shaped into music, a
process that gradually grew by the insertion of the ever-next intervals that PI presented.
My approach was not dissimilar to that of serial composition, my row, of course, being
infinitely longer that 12 notes. How to end such a piece becomes a philosophical crisis.
Does one fade out? cadence?, stop? slow up? speed up? Quitting the piece in any fashion
necessitates a structural abortion at best. Besides being an infinite number, PI is also
referred to by mathematicians as an irrational number. Indeed it is! For me it became a
mysterious and haunting one. Altogether I used the first 866 numerals of PI for this work:
3.1415926535897932384626433832795028841971693993751058209749445923078164
062862089986280348253421170679821480865132823066470938446095505822317253
594081284811174502841027019385211055596446229489549303819644288109756659
334461284756482337867831652712019091456485669234603486104543266482133936
072602491412737245870066063155881748815209209628292540917153643678925903
600113305305488204665213841469519415116094330572703657595919530921861173
819326117931051185480744623799627495673518857527248912279381830119491298
336733624021394946395224737190702179860943702770539217176293176752384674

818467669405132000568127145263560827785771342757789609173644090122495343
014654958537105079227968925892354201995611212344181598136297747713099605
187072113499999983729780499510597317328160963185950244593455346908302642
5223082533446850352619311881710100031378387
Performance Notes:
Managing the MIDI part for Piece of π can be done in two ways: Run the sequence in real
time with Macintosh, MIDI interface, synthesizer and sound system on stage or play a
prerecorded version through a suitable sound system. Of these two options, the recorded
one is the least problematic and cumbersome. In either case the sequence is a mono signal
even though it is found on both channels. When I perform the work I prefer one speaker
set close to the left leg of the piano with its back more or less flush with the piano's
straight left side, which means the speaker sits generally under the piano near the pedal
structure. If one chooses to use two high mounted speakers, a third monitor speaker
should also be used and set close to the pianist (on the left). Once the tape is started there
should be no reason for stopping it for the duration of the performance. Interpolating the
piano entrance around measure 215 is a simple matter of waiting for the cue from the tape.
The sound level of the tape should be rather full giving the sensation of a surrounding
flood of sound that almost engulfs the piano. It should NOT, however, engulf the piano.
It should not be so high as to intimidate or swallow the piano part. An important step in
the preparation of this piece for a performance, then, is finding the best sound balance. Of
course, this has to be done before an audience is present. It is also possible for a soundmonitoring person in the audience to adjust the gain, assuming he or she
has that control at hand. If it is desired to use the given Piece of n sequence (Mark of the
Unicorn's Professional Performer) with other patches it is permissible to do so provided
all envelope characteristics are kept. They must be the same as the ones in the prototype
patch library. Long and slow rising and falling envelopes found at the beginning, the
middle and the ending are crucial. “Ping” -shaped patches that dominate the work are
also crucial. Do not use any steady state patches in this work! Needless to say, funky, scifi, cute, or other novelty patches are not appropriate for this piece.

